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ABSTRACT Wireless communication has changed and improved people’s lives and society, especially with

the arrival of the Internet of Things (IoT) era. Despite the maturity of wireless communication, the security

issue of communication remains themost stubborn and troublesome problem due to the increasingly complex

and large amounts of data. An intrusion detection system is the guarantee of secure communication. However,

variable protocols and drastic growth in data volume make intrusion detection a difficult task. In this paper,

we proposed a framework of anomaly-based network intrusion detection system to finish the detection job.

First, UNSW-NB15 is selected as the research object. Based on this new dataset, we built a detection model

combining a deep learning method and a shallow learning approach. The former one is a deep auto-encoder

used for feature learning, which can discover important representations of data and accelerate detection. The

latter one is a powerful support vector machine (SVM), where the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm

is used to find optimal parameters for SVM with five-fold cross validation (5FCV). Various experiments

are conducted and the simulation results prove that the proposed method performs quite better than some

of state-of-the-art intrusion detection approaches, including the method based on the principal component

analysis (PCA) and some other machine learning strategies.

INDEX TERMS Wireless communication, big data, intrusion detection system, deep auto-encoder.

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

5FCV 5-fold cross validation

ABC Artificial Bee Colony

ARM Association Rule Mining

EM Expectation Maximization

FAR False Alarm Rate

MSE Mean Squared Error

NIDS Network Intrusion Detection System

RBF Radial Basis Function

ReLU Rectified Linear Unit

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic

SI Swarm Intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION

Upgrade and cooperation of different techniques such as

sensors, positioning system, artificial intelligence, pervasive

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Guan Gui.

computing, broadband access, and cloud services have

given birth to a new technology named the Internet of

Things [1], [2]. An important foundation of IoT technology

is wireless communication. Wireless communication is the

bridge for information exchange [3]. The development of

wireless communication has greatly improved the improve-

ment of other technology [4]. The Internet of things can

provide a wide range of services in different domains such as

industrial process, home intelligence, intelligent transporta-

tion, health-care, government work, environmental monitor-

ing without human intervention [5], [6]. It has a huge impact

on people’s production and lifestyle and creates significant

benefits and convenience.

However, due to the increase in the number and vari-

ety of wireless communications, the channel environment

has become more and more complex [7]–[9]. The normal

communication is often mixed with a lot of bad data [10].

Owing to self-characteristics including complex structure and

large volume, IoT network is easy to suffer from various
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intrusion attacks which aim to destroy the network [11]. For

more widespread adoption of IoT, security issues should be

addressed perfectly enough so that users might have confi-

dence in its ability to protect information. The physics-based

method is one of the basic aspects of security [12]–[14]. Some

research is about the physical security [15]. And Network

Intrusion Detection System is another one of the most effec-

tive and most primary protection tools. Generally speaking,

there are two types of NIDS. The misuse-based approach

uses the data stored in its database to accurately perform

specific attack types of detection [16]. But it is hard to adapt

to the current network environment because of the rapidly

growing cases and types of vulnerability attacks [17]–[19].

Another one is the anomaly-based method. It usually judges

an attack by comparing the current activities of a system with

a historical normal behavior profile [20]. It will generate a

warning whenever attack occurs. In fact, the latter method has

an important application prospect in the environment where

the type of attack is variable. And it is more suitable to detect

unknown malicious cases [21].

In the existing state-of-the-art in anomaly-based NIDS,

performances regarding the feasibility and reliability are

receiving substantial interest [22]. High false alarm rate still

restricts the application of this method. Main limitations

include the drastic growth volume of network data and differ-

ent protocols [23]. Inspired by the success of deep learning in

the classification problem, we employ an auto-encoder model

to carry the task of representation learning by leveraging the

abundance of training data. It has many advantages includ-

ing the ability of dimensionality reduction and capability of

dealing with imbalanced data [24]. Above characteristics are

of great help to the building of intrusion detection models.

The contribution of our work contains:

1) A deep auto-encoder technique is used for the feature

learning process, which can provide service to facilitate a

comprehensive analysis of data and reduce data dimension-

ality so as to accelerate the identification process. The result

will be compared with that using PCA method.

2) We adopt a deep learning method combined with a

shallow learning engine to construct a NIDS. Here, we adopt

deep auto-encoder to reduce the dimension of the dataset. The

compressed data will input into a SVM classifier, where the

Artificial bee colony algorithm will optimize the parameter

within SVM classifier.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides a summary of related work in NIDS. Section III

describes some basic theory of deep auto-encoder, Sup-

port Vector Machine and Artificial Bee Colony algorithm.

In Section IV, the details of the proposed work will be

explained. Section V gives a simulation and we conclude in

Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Over recent decades, many scholars have studied intrusion

detection problems. Dataset is of great importance for the

practice of the Intrusion Detection System. In this paper,

a new dataset UNSW-NB15 is chosen to do research. So the

following related work is related to this dataset.

In [25], a hybrid method is used to implement IDS. The

value of features’ center point is first calculated and Asso-

ciation Rule Mining (ARM) is used to select subset less

than 11 attributes. The Expectation Maximization (EM) clus-

tering, Logistic Regression, and Naïve Bayes are used as

the decision engine for intrusion detection with the accuracy

of 77.2%, 83.0% and 79.5% respectively. The results can

reflect the complexity of the data and the difficulty of detec-

tion. Moustafa and Slay [26] compared UNSW-NB15 with

KDD’99 and demonstrated the complexity and effective-

ness of their proposed dataset in three different perspectives,

which can show that UNSW-NB15 can represent modern

attack more properly. After that, five different classifiers are

used to finish themodel building task but the highest accuracy

can only reach 85.56% while the FAR is 15.78%. In [27],

a framework that contains 5 different feature-selection strate-

gies including Wrapper, Filtering, Merged and Union meth-

ods are proposed. Besides, J48 classifier and Naïve classifier

are combined with the above five strategies separately. The

result shows that J48 with GR filter performs best with 88%

accuracy. Bhamare et al. [28] adopted SVM classifiers with

different kernel function to finish detection job. However,

the result is not that good. In [29], an Association Rule Min-

ing technique helps generate the strongest feature subset. For

each attack type, a subset is selected. And a three-layer IDS

framework is proposedwhere Naive Bayes and EM clustering

are used as the decision engine to classify. In [30], a two-

stage classifier method is proposed. At first stage, according

to protocol type, classify incoming data into three categories

that is TCP, UDP and other. Based on the previous work, use

Information Gain method to select features which will create

3 different subsets. Finally, REPTree is used as decision

machine and the accuracy is 88.95%. But test dataset is not

the whole UNSW-NB15, which makes the result incomplete.

In summary, the current IDS model has the problem that

the detection accuracy is not very high, but the false alarm

rate is high. Our work is to improve the performance of IDS.

III. BACKGROUND

A. DEEP AUTO-ENCODER

An auto-encoder is an unsupervised neural network, which

has an input layer, an output layer (with the same dimension

as the input layer) and a hidden layer, shown in Fig. 1.

Deep auto-encoder is a neural network with more than one

hidden layer. It extracts the inner relationship of data through

learning the optimal network parameters which will result in

output similar to input as much as possible [31], [32].

A dataset X = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) has m samples and xi is

high-dimensional. The encoding layer maps the raw data to a

hidden layer representation as given in (1):

hi = fθ (xi) = s(Wxi + b) (1)

where θ = {W , b} is the mapping parameters. In this phase,

the data is transformed in some form, and the result is that
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FIGURE 1. A simple structure of auto-encoder.

the dimension can be reduced. s is the activity function.

In this paper, we adopt sigmoid function and ReLU function

as shown in (2) and (3):

sigmoid(t) =
1

1 + exp−t
(2)

ReLU(t) =

{

t, if t > 0

0, if t ≤ 0
(3)

The process of model training will narrow the gap between

output and input, which is a key factor to evaluate a model.

Loss function plays such a role to penalize the dissimilarity

between y and x. In this paper, Mean Squared Error (MSE),

shown in (4), is adopted

θ (ω) = max
αi≥0

L(ω, b, α) =
1

2
‖ω‖2

as a loss function during the feature reduction process.

L(x, y) =
1

m

m
∑

i=1

‖xi − yi‖
2 (4)

B. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

Support vector machine, shown in Fig. 2, is one

of the strongest and most powerful machine learning

algorithms [33]. It can find a balance between model com-

plexity and classification ability given limited sample infor-

mation [34]. SVM has many advantages compared with other

machine learning methods. It can overcome the impact of

noise and work without any prior knowledge [35].

Consider a perfectly linearly separable problem with the

dataset {X ,Y } = {(x1, y1) , . . . , (xN , yN )}, where xi ∈ Rn is

a n dimensional vector, yi ∈ {−1, 1} is label and N is the

number of samples. A function named separating hyperplane

can be written as f (x) = w · x + b, where w is the weight

vector and b is the bias. A new object x can be classified as

FIGURE 2. Basic concept of support vector machine.

follow:
{

(ω · x) + b ≥ 0, y = +1

(ω · x) + b < 0, y = −1
(5)

So from another perspective, classification can be regarded

as a process of finding the optimal hyperplane through

quadratic programming, that is:

min(
1

2
‖ω‖2), s.t. yi (ω · xi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N

(6)

This constrained optimization problem is solved using the

following Lagrangian form:

L (ω, b, α) =
1

2
‖ω‖2 −

N
∑

i=1

αi(yi(ω
T · x + b) − 1)

s.t. yi(ω
T · x + b) ≥ 1 (7)

where αi is the Lagrange factor and αi ≥ 0. When all

constraints are met, The optimal solution is:

θ (ω) = max
αi≥0

L(ω, b, α) =
1

2
‖ω‖2 (8)

The nonnegative relaxation factor ξi and castigate factor C

are introduced to solve the linearly nonseparable problem,

where the constraints become:

min(
1

2
‖ω‖2) + C

N
∑

i=1

ξi

s.t. yi (ω · xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi, ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (9)

To solve this problem, kernel functions are used, such

as Polynomial Kernel, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and

so on. The use of kernel function is to map data from a
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FIGURE 3. Proposed framework for anomaly intrusion detection.

low dimension to a high dimension, and this mapping can

make nonlinear classification linearly separable. In this paper,

we adopt the RBF kernel as below:

K (x, xi) = exp(−
‖x − xi‖

2

2σ 2
) (10)

So the SVMwith RBF kernel has two parameters, castigate

factor C and kernel parameter σ . The combination of two

parameters influences the performance of SVM, and many

methods are adopted to get the optimal values.

C. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY

The Artificial Bee Colony, proposed by Karaboga, is one of

the most popular Swarm Intelligence (SI) approaches [36].

The inspiration for this algorithm comes from the behavior

of the honey bee.

In nature, there are three different types of individuals in

bee colony: employ bees, scout bees, and onlooker bees. The

process of using the artificial bee colony algorithm to find the

optimal value is like bees collecting honey as follows:

First, randomly generate an initial population as food

sources.

xm,i = li + rand(0, 1) × (ui − li) (11)

where xm,i means food source m. ui and li respectively rep-

resent the upper and lower limits of xm,i. And number i is an

index of parameters to be optimized.

Next, the employed bees mine the food source vm,i.

vm,i = xm,i + φm,i(xm,i − xk,i) (12)

where xk,i is a randomly selected food source. And φm,i is a

random value between -1 and 1. At the same time, calculate

the fitness of vm and compare it with that of old xm.

fit(xm) =







1

1 + f (xm)
, f (xm) ≥ 0

1 + abs(f (xm)), f (xm) < 0
(13)

where f (xm) is the objective function value of solution xm.

Then, the employed bee will share the best solution with

the onlooker bees who will evaluate the nectar information

and pick a solution for further work with a probability pi.

pi =
fit(xm)

SN
∑

m=1

fit(xm)

(14)

For those selected food sources, the onlooker bees will

search continuously using (12).

During the literation, if the solution stays still the same

after specified trials, called ‘limit’, the employed bees could

become scouts and the corresponding solution will be aban-

doned.

Finally, after a certain number of cycles, an optimal

solution will be obtained.

IV. PROPOSED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM

In this section, a framework for intrusion detection is pro-

posed as shown in Fig. 3. We divide the model into three

parts, data preprocessing, model training process, and testing

process.

In the first phase, raw data will successively experience

feature numeralization, class numeralization, and feature nor-

malization. After that, we respectively adopt PCA and deep

auto-encodermodel to learn a better representation of original

data. Besides, the preprocessed results will be taken apart into

training set and testing set.

In the next part, a strong classifier is used to classify and

the optimal parameters of the SVM will be found with the

help of the ABC algorithm through 5-fold cross-validation.

Finally, input the test set into the optimal model and evalu-

ate the performance using relevant metrics. The details of the

proposed work are as follows:

A. DATASET

A suitable data set is critical for machine learning problems.

A complex dataset that reflects the state of contemporary

cyber attacks is obviously very important [37].

A lot of work have been done on the dataset of network

intrusion detection. Among them, KDD’99 and its updated

version NSL-KDD are classical [38], [39]. However, both of

them can not represent the network nowadays, because of

redundancy and data imbalance aswell as old types of attacks.

A complex and balanced data set is especially important for
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TABLE 1. UNSW-NB15 dataset.

intrusion detection. A comprehensive network-based dataset,

UNSW-NB15, created byMoustafa et al, can be a microcosm

of the modern network.

UNSW-NB15 data set has the following advantages such

as rich data types. It has 9 different kinds of attack type,

which is more in line with the characteristics of modern

network traffic data; Besides, data distribution in the training

and testing dataset is similar. In training dataset, the normal

percentage is 45% and the anomaly is 55%. In the testing set,

the normal percentage is 32% and abnormal is 68%.

B. DATA PREPROCESSING

In general, dataset contains too many features that are not

only redundant and noisy but also harmful to the detection

accuracy and running speed.

The more features in the dataset, the more difficult the

problem is to solve in modeling and testing. There are 42 fea-

tures in UNSW-NB15. Obviously, it is necessary to stream-

line it to simplify the construction of the model and increase

the speed of the operation.

In this paper, data preprocessing includes the following

parts.

The first one is numerailzation. Convert the nominal

attribute values into continuous numerical values. For exam-

ple, the feature state has 4 different nominal values, replace

them with 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.

Then, get standard format attributes. The purpose of nor-

malization is to eliminate the impact of different data units.

Use a Min-Max technique to normalize the data denoted

in (15) as:

x∗ =
x − min

max−min
(15)

Finally, use the deep auto-encoder and PCA algorithm to

finish the feature reduction job. The proposed deep auto-

encoder architecture is shown as Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. The architecture of proposed deep auto-encoder.

UNSW-NB15 has 42 features, so the number of neurons

in the input and output layer is 42 respectively. To obtain

satisfactory reconstruction performance, multiple groups of

encoder and decoder layer were used for the experiment.

As for the hidden layer, we will illustrate below. Besides,

activity function has a certain effect on the performance of

the model, which is used in encoder and decoder layer. As we

all know, ReLU function has the advantage of solving the

problem of convergence, which makes it easier to optimize

the neural network. While the sigmoid function has good

performance on the expression of the output layer. In this

paper, the last decoder layer adopts sigmoid function and the

rest employ ReLU function.

C. OPTIMIZATION OF RBF KERNEL PARAMETERS

Different parameters will influence the performance of the

same classifier. At this stage, in order to obtain a better

training model, the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is used

to optimize the parameters in the SVMmodel. The process is

shown in Fig. 5.

In this paper, the ABC algorithm adopted is improved by

Karaboga and Gorkemli [40], where the behavior of onlooker

bees is different from that in standard ABC as shown below:

vbestNm,i = xbestNm,i + φm,i(x
best
Nm,i − xk,i) (16)

xbestNm
will be obtained within the neighborhood of source

m. To define a neighborhood for source xm, mean Euclidean

distance mdm denoted in (17) is used:

mdm =

SN
∑

j=1

d(m, j)

SN − 1
(17)

If the distance between solution j and m is less than mdm,

then j is regarded as a neighbor of m.

fit(xbestNm
) = max(fit(x1Nm ),fit(x

2
Nm

), . . . ,fit(xSNm )) (18)

Here, the fitness function is the average accuracy of the

5-fold cross validation for SVM classifier. After calculate

each fitness, select the biggest one as the best one. Then stop

the program when the cycle reaches the specified iterations

or the result can reach a quite high score.
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FIGURE 5. Framework for parameter optimization of SVM using the ABC
algorithm.

V. SIMULATION

In this section, the UNSW-NB15 dataset is selected to do

the experiment and we adopt different metrics to evaluate the

performance of the model.

In the data preprocessing stage, we first use the PCA

method to deal with normalized data as a benchmark for

the following test. We will get a cumulative principal com-

ponent contribution rate curve shown in the upper part of

Fig. 6. It is obviously that the first 10 components can get

a very high contribution rate. PCA is based on the theory

of maximum variance which means that that the most eas-

ily distinguishable data in the projection direction will be

separated. Generally speaking, when cumulative contribution

rate reaches 90% or more, the features after dimensionality

reduction can contain most information of the original data

features. But it is not that proper to determine only according

to the contribution rate.

In order to determine the size of the data dimension used in

the subsequent classification experiments, we selected differ-

ent numbers of principal components to perform experiments

with different parameter C = {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. Then we get

a detection rate curve in the lower half of Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6. Cumulative contribution rate and detection accuracy with
different number of PC under different C .

With the help of the experiment result, we can know that

10 dimensions might get a better performance. So we choose

10 dimensions to complete the next work. The structure of

DAE indicates that the number of neurons in the hidden layer

will be equal to the dimension after reduction. Therefore,

the number of neurons in the hidden layer is also determined

to be 10.

We separately put two dimensionality reduction data into

SVM classifier and use ABC algorithm to find the optimal

parameters. Finally, input the test data into the SVM model

with the optimal parameter. Here to evaluate the performance

of the proposed work, we adopt different indicators such as

Accuracy, False Alarm Rate (FAR) and Receiver Operating

Characteristic (ROC) curve.

For the anomaly detection problem, we first get the con-

fusion matrix of test dataset shown in table 2, where TN

is true negative while FN means false negative and TP/FP

respectively stands for true positive and false positive.

TABLE 2. The confusion matrix of classification result.

With the definition above, to evaluate the performance of a

classifier, we adopt metrics such as the False Alarm Rate and

the Accuracy.

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(19)
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FAR =
1

2
(

FP

FP+ TN
+

FN

FN + TP
) (20)

The comparison results of classification accuracy and FAR

between the proposed deep learning framework and those

in [27] and [28] as well as the PCA-based method are sep-

arately shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the

accuracy in the proposed work is the highest and the FAR is

the lowest.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of accuracy and FAR.

Fig. 8 indicates the Receiver Operating Characteristic

curve.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of receiver operating characteristic curve.

It shows superiority of proposed deep and shallow learning

strategy in anomaly detection compared PCA-based method.

The Area Under the Curve (AUC) in the proposed framework

can reach 0.97, which indicates that the model has a good

ability to predict.

VI. CONCLUSION

The rapid development of the Internet of Things technology

has had a profound impact on people’s lives. However, dur-

ing its development process, security issues remain the top

priority for people’s concerns. In this paper, we have studied

the problem of network intrusion detection. The UNSW-

NB15 dataset is adopted as a research object. In data prepro-

cessing phase, a deep learning method auto-encoder is used

to reduce features. SVM is used as decision engine with the

help of the ABC algorithm for finding the best parameter. The

simulation results tell that the proposed work is better than

the PCA-basedmethod and other machine learning strategies.

But there are also many shortcomings such as high train-

ing time. Besides, the parameters of auto-encoder and SVM

might not be the best pair. The next step will still focus on

the promotion of accuracy and reduction of false alarm rates

through improving the structure of the proposed work.
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